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Abstract Tissue-distribution profiles are crucial for

understanding the characteristics of cells and tissues in terms

of their differential expression of genes. Most of the cur-

rently available resources for tissue-distribution profiles are

either specialized for a few particular organisms, tissue types

and disease stages or do not consider the ‘‘tissue ontology’’

levels for the calculation of the tissue-distribution profiles.

Therefore, we have developed ‘‘TissueDistributionDBs’’, a

repository of tissue-distribution profiles based on the

expressed sequence tags (ESTs) data extracted from the

UniGene database by employing ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ avail-

able at BRENDA. To overcome the occurrence of the natural

language variations in the EST’s source tissue-type terms,

we have generated a ‘‘tissue synonym library’’ and stan-

dardized these tissue-type terms by cross-referencing to the

controlled vocabulary for tissue-type terms available at

BRENDA ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’. Furthermore, we have pro-

vided a quantitative expression for genes among the tissue

types at various anatomical levels by constructing ‘‘tissue

slims’’. Concurrently, the expression among tissue types is

used for tissue-distribution calculations. The resulting output

profiles can be queried by the Sequence Retrieval System

(SRS) and are currently available for 20 different model

organisms. We benchmarked our database system against

the Swissprot database using a set of 40 different tissue types.

This database system is useful for the understanding of the

tissue-specific expression patterns of genes, which have

implications for the identification of possible new thera-

peutic drug targets, in gene discovery, and in the design and

analysis of micro-arrays. TissueDistributionDBs can be

accessed via the World Wide Web (www) at http://genius.

embnet.dkfz-heidelberg.de/menu/tissue_db/.
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1 Introduction

Tissue-distribution profiles are the representation of the

quantitative expression of thousands of genes in a tissue or

an organ of a given organism. These organism-specific

tissue-distribution profiles play an important role in the

identification of novel drug targets, in gene discovery, in

the customization of micro-arrays and in the discovery of

novel biomarkers for disease screening [1]. The pattern of

gene expression determines the characteristics of the tissue

types [2]. The transcripts that are expressed in a tissue type

at a certain point in time are captured by constructing

cDNA libraries by reverse transcription of mRNAs [3–7].

Expressed sequence tags (ESTs), which are partially

sequenced cDNAs, provide a snapshot of the transcripts
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[8]. The ever increasing numbers of ESTs obtained from

the cDNA libraries are stored in several repositories [9–

14]. A careful analysis of ESTs not only provides signifi-

cant functional, structural and evolutionary information,

but also provides in silico analysis of tissue-specific tran-

scriptional profiles [13, 15, 16]. Because the number of

non-redundant ESTs representing a particular gene indi-

cates the expression level of that gene in a given tissue type

[16], the tissue-distribution profile of the gene can be cal-

culated by counting the number of ESTs representing a

gene in different tissue types to the total number of ESTs

from that particular tissue. Since the tissue-type source of

the ESTs and relationships among these tissue types at the

anatomical level play a major role, the quality of the tissue-

distribution profiles greatly depends on the extent of the

standardized tissue-type terms used and also the depth of

the anatomical relationships among the tissue types con-

sidered for the tissue-distribution calculations.

Currently, several resources such as SOURCE [17],

UniGene, EST Expression Profile Viewer [18], Digital

Differential Display (DDD) [19], BODYMAP [20, 21] and

TIGR gene indices [13] provide the tissue-distribution

profiles for several organisms. However, all these resources

neither consider the natural language variations of the

source tissue-type terms nor the relationship among the

tissue types, which may result in inconsistency in the tis-

sue-distribution calculations. The next generation of

resources such as TissueInfo [22] and ExQuest [23] con-

sider the natural language variation in tissue-type terms and

define the relationship among the tissue types using ‘‘Tis-

sue hierarchy’’, where anatomical relationships among the

tissue types are described in a parent–child (one child one

parent) hierarchical manner. ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ on the

other hand is the next generation concept for establishing

the relationship among tissue types. It provides well-

structured controlled vocabularies by establishing standard

anatomical relationships among the tissue types in a

structure known as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This is

a graph in which tissue types can have multiple parents

(one child multiple parents).

We have created ‘‘TissueDistributionDBs’’, a compre-

hensive catalog of genes and their tissue-distribution pro-

files based on the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ for 20 different

model organisms by taking into account the natural lan-

guage variation in the source tissue-type terms. The Uni-

Gene database which automatically sorts the ESTs into a

non-redundant set of gene-oriented clusters is an ideal

repository of ESTs for the tissue-distribution calculations.

Therefore, our approach is to rank the genes defined by

UniGene cluster in a spectrum of tissue-specificity as in

several other resources [2, 16, 17, 22–24]. Additionally, we

use the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’, a standard Open Biomedical

Ontology (OBO) [25] platform available at BRENDA [26],

where the tissue types and their anatomical relationships

are described in a species-independent manner (uni- and

multicellular organisms). Finally, we generate the tissue-

distribution profiles by calculating the relative expression

measure of genes to rank the tissue types at four different

anatomical levels of the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’.

2 Database constructions

The algorithm behind TissueDistributionDBs retrieves the

tissue-type source for all the ESTs present in each UniGene

cluster from GenBank [27], as schematically shown in

Fig. 1. The retrieved tissue-type source information con-

tains natural language variations, aliases and typographical

errors [22]. We therefore, manually curated and standard-

ized these raw tissue types by referring to the corre-

sponding controlled vocabulary tissue-type terms available

at BRENDA ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ and generated an organ-

ism-specific ‘‘Tissue Synonym Library’’ (Supplementary

material 1), which is a collection of raw tissue-type terms

found in GenBank along with their corresponding curated

tissue-type terms.

‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ available at BRENDA provides tis-

sue-type terms and their ontological hierarchy describing

the anatomical relationships among the tissue types in an

organized structure called DAG, wherein each node is

considered as one tissue type. We use the BrendaTis-

sue.obo.txt file, an OBO flat file because it not only offers

well-structured controlled vocabularies that enable human

readability, minimal redundancy, and ease of parsing, but

also can be shared for use across different biological and

medical domains. The controlled vocabularies of the tissue

types are structured in a way that, we can query them at

different levels of the tissue types: for example, we can use

the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ to find all the tissue types which are

part of the nervous system, or we can retrieve all the sub-

anatomical tissue types of the brain or head. The tissue

types are assigned to a particular level depending upon how

far a tissue-type is from the root tissue-type node.

The root node is the most generalized tissue type and

corresponds to the whole body. Depending upon the

number of tissue types present between a particular tissue

type and the root, by tracing back from the target tissue

type to the root node, a ‘‘Level’’ is assigned to a tissue type.

For instance, if a tissue type is adjacent to the root node,

then it is said to be at Level-1 and at Level-2 if there exists

another tissue type in between itself and the root node. This

process is called ‘‘mapping’’ of the tissue types to definite

levels of the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’. Thus, the farther a tissue

type is from the root node, the more ‘‘specialized’’ or

specific is the tissue type, while on the other hand, the

closer a tissue type is to the root node, the more
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‘‘generalized’’ it is [26]. ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ basically is an

advanced generation concept to handle relationships

among the tissue types in a definitive manner [26]. A

simplified example to illustrate this would be that the tis-

sue-type brain has two parents, head and central nervous

system. This is because the brain is anatomically present

within the head structure and as well as forms the basis for

the central nervous system. Therefore, if any EST is from

the tissue-type brain, then automatically both head and

central nervous system are considered as its parents or

generalized tissue types. We mapped the curated tissue

types at four different anatomical levels of BRENDA

‘‘Tissue Ontology’’. This mapping of the tissue types to the

‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ is called construction of the ‘‘Tissue

Slim’’ (Supplementary material 2), which basically pro-

vides a uniform view of all the tissue types present at a

particular level. We manually curated and generated the

organism-specific ‘‘Tissue Slims’’ at four different ana-

tomical levels (Table 1) using the BrendaTissue.obo.txt

file. To further validate the relationship among the

tissue types we used the ontology-editing program,

DAG-Edit (http://www.godatabase.org/dev/java/dagedit/

docs/) for better visualization.

As tabulated in Table 1, ‘‘Tissue Slim’’ at Level-2 speci-

fies the ‘‘Upper-organ system level’’, and, for example, has

one of the tissue type, hematopoietic system, branching from

the root node whole body. The ‘‘Lower-organ system level’’

which constitutes the ‘‘Tissue Slim’’ at Level-3 includes the

tissue-type blood, a sub-level from the hematopoietic system.

Fig. 1 TissueDistributionDBs

generation pipeline provides an

outline of the steps followed in

the generation of the tissue-

distribution profiles, where the

data flow is indicated by the

arrows

Table 1 Categorization of the ‘‘Tissue Slim’’

Tissue

slims

Description of

‘‘Tissue Slim’’ levels

Examples

Level-2 Upper-organ system

level

Skeletal system,

hematopoietic

system, visceral

system

Level-3 Lower-organ system

level

Blood, lymph,

hemolymph tissue,

lymphoid tissue

Level-4 Upper-tissue-system

level

Blood plasma, blood

cancer cell, blood

clot

Level-5 Lower-tissue-system

level

Blood platelet, blood

serum

An overview of the four different ‘‘Tissue Slim’’ levels available in

TissueDistributionDBs, illustrated with examples at each level
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The ‘‘Tissue Slim’’ at Level-4 or ‘‘Upper-tissue-system

level’’ which branches from the tissue-type blood includes

blood plasma. This further divides into sub-levels defined as

‘‘Lower-tissue-system level’’ at Level-5 of the ‘‘Tissue Slim’’

into blood platelet and blood serum. Even though, the tissue

types from all the organisms are grouped under the single

‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ at BRENDA with animal and plant, under

two separate nodes, the organism-specific ‘‘Tissue Slims’’ are

constructed purely for programming purposes.

2.1 Tissue-distribution calculations

TissueDistributionDBs employs normalization in the tis-

sue-distribution calculations as in SOURCE [17]. How-

ever, we further consider the tissue types at all the four

‘‘Tissue Slims’’ levels to concurrently score and rank the

differential expression of genes in the tissue types.

The ‘‘Tissue Expression Frequency’’ fi(t) of a gene i

defined by a UniGene cluster in a tissue type t can be

calculated as the number of ESTs in tissue type t for gene i

represented as Ni(t) to the total number of ESTs for the

tissue type t in UniGene database denoted as N(t) [17].

fiðtÞ :¼ NiðtÞ
NðtÞ

The ‘‘Total Expression Level’’ of a gene i within each tissue

type t(ki), is then calculated by summing up the expression

of gene i in the total number of tissue types T for a given

organism represented by UniGene database [17].

ki :¼
X

t2T

fiðtÞ

‘‘Normalized gene expression’’ presents the relative

expression level of a gene in different tissue types, which

are normalized for the number of ESTs from each tissue

type that are included in UniGene database. Therefore, the

normalized gene expression mi of gene i in tissue type t is

calculated by dividing the frequency of gene i in the tissue

type t by the total expression for the overall organism as

followed in SOURCE [17]. However, we further extend

this normalization to all the four ‘‘Tissue Slims’’ levels.

vi :¼ fiðtÞ
ki

‘‘Most Expressed In Tissue’’ retrieves all the tissue types

which have the highest weightage score assigned to them in

each gene defined by UniGene cluster like in TissueInfo

[22]. However, we further extend it to provide the tissue

types in which the gene is most expressed at all the four

different levels of the ‘‘Tissue Slims’’.

The Tissue-Specificity Index is defined as the count of

the total number of different tissue types represented in the

gene i UniGene cluster [16].

2.2 Access to the database repository

We use PERL scripts for performing the queries and gene-

rating the organism-specific outputs in the flat file format,

which are then subsequently integrated into the sequence

retrieval system (SRS) [28] installed at the German Cancer

Research Center (DKFZ). SRS indexes the data from flat

files and renders it as HTML pages suitable for viewing

using any modern web browser. Each gene defined by a

UniGene cluster has a unique identifier corresponding to

the UniGene cluster identifier. Additionally gene-based,

ESTs-based, cluster-based and tissue-based information are

also available for each gene. The user can start a query with

TissueDistributionDBs by selecting one or more orga-

nisms. A detailed user guide manual is available on the

home page at http://genome.dkfz-heidelberg.de/menu/

tissue_db/examples.html, to help in navigating and mak-

ing queries with TissueDistributionDBs. Additionally,

information about the levels at which the tissue types are

assigned in the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ is also available. The

results from TissueDistributionDBs can be viewed using

different types of display options (Table 2) depending on

what the user is looking for in the tissue-distribution pro-

files. For instance, the user can avail the ‘‘BarChartView’’

option to get a better graphical visualization of the tissue

types and their distribution in a particular gene defined by

UniGene cluster ID. The user can also personalize the

views by selecting the desired data fields from the available

fields in the database and creating a personalized view

(Table 2). TissueDistributionDBs repository is automati-

cally updated with every new release of the corresponding

organism-specific UniGene database which insures up-to-

date access.

3 Evaluation of the database system

In order to scrutinize TissueDistributionDBs, we consi-

dered the human dataset (ftp://ftp.expasy.org/databases/

swiss-prot/special_selections/human.seq.gz) available at

Swissprot database [29]. We parsed this data file and

retrieved only the tissue-type information if available at the

TISSUE field in the reference comment (RC) line which

provides information about the source of the tissue type as

cited in the literature. This information occurs optionally

and specifies the expression of a gene in a particular tissue

type. Even though it does not provide any quantitative

information on gene expression in a particular tissue type,

the source of tissue type is curated and more reliable. We

used our ‘‘Tissue Synonym Library’’ to curate the tissue

types from the RC field, so that they are compatible with

the tissue-type nomenclature used in our database system.
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We randomly selected 40 different tissue types from

different levels of the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ and queried

Swissprot and our database system for the genes which are

expressed in one or more of these 40 different tissue types.

If any tissue type for a gene from Swissprot is also found in

our database system irrespective of the level, we consider it

as a hit for that particular tissue type, otherwise we con-

sider that the gene is not expressed in that particular tissue

type. We calculate the percentage of hits Phits(t) for a

particular tissue type t as the number of gene hits in

TissueDistributionDBs n(t) divided by the total number of

genes N(t) from Swissprot database, which are expressed in

the tissue type t multiplied by 100.

PhitsðtÞ :¼
nðtÞ
NðtÞ

� �
� 100

The results obtained showed that out of the total 19,272

entries from the organism Homo sapiens section of

Swissprot, 17,164 number of genes were found to be

expressed in at least one of the 40 randomly selected tissue

types. By querying these genes against our database sys-

tem, we found that on an average 86.38% of the tissue

types from our database system are consistent with the

tissue-type information from Swissprot database as tabu-

lated in Table 3. The percentage of inconsistency between

these two database systems may be attributed to the

unavailability of the tissue-type source information for

some of the genes in Swissprot or due to the incompati-

bility of the tissue types terms between the two databases,

in spite of curating them using the ‘‘Tissue Synonym

library’’. Furthermore, the number of hits for any particular

tissue type for the 40 randomly selected tissue types is

always higher than the number of tissue types which do

not have any hits. This evaluation qualitatively shows

that the tissue-specific expression indicated in Tiss-

ueDistributionDBs reflects to a large extent what is already

known about the gene expression in specific tissue system,

but does not necessarily reflect its accuracy. The consis-

tency percentage between TissueDistributionDBs and

Swissprot database is tabulated in detail for all the 40

different tissue types in Table 3.

4 Implications

The quantitative gene expression profiles provided by

TissueDistributionDBs at all the ‘‘Tissue Slim’’ levels of

the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ have implications for the identifi-

cation of novel therapeutic drug targets, in gene regulation,

in gene discovery, as biomarkers for disease screening, and

in the design and analysis of micro-arrays [30–35]. Fur-

thermore, TissueDistributionDBs can be used to under-

stand better the gene of interest by knowing the tissue-

distribution pattern in any of the 20 model organisms.

Drugs exert their therapeutic effect by binding to the

targets and modulating their activity. A large number of

these targets are continuingly being explored for potential

drug binding targets. These drug targets are considered to

Table 2 Views for displaying

the output

An outline of the different

output view’s along with the

contents available in each view

Sl. no. Tissue type Contents available

1 Tissue simple Cluster ID, gene symbol, description, tissue-specificity index

2 Tissue simple summary Cluster ID, gene symbol, description, tissue summary

3 Tissue level-2 Cluster ID, gene symbol, most expressed in,

tissue types at level-2

4 Tissue level-3 Cluster ID, gene symbol, most expressed in,

tissue types at level-3

5 Tissue level-4 Cluster ID, gene symbol, most expressed in,

tissue types at level-4

6 Tissue level-5 Cluster ID, gene symbol, most expressed in,

tissue types at level-5

7 BarChartView-Tissuelevel-2 Gene-wise, tissue types at level-2, percentage of expression

8 BarChartView-Tissuelevel-3 Gene-wise, tissue types at level-3, percentage of expression

9 BarChartView-Tissuelevel-4 Gene-wise, tissue types at level-4, percentage of expression

10 BarChartView-Tissuelevel-5 Gene-wise, tissue types at level-5, percentage of expression

11 Complete entry Gene-based information,

ESTs-based information,

Cluster-based information,

Tissue-based information

12 Name only Cluster ID

13 Personalized view User specified details
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have specific tissue-expression levels that significantly

distinguish them from other genes [30, 31]. The sequence-

derived physicochemical properties of the currently avail-

able targets are used to predict novel drug targets. Toward

this goal, TissueDistributionDBs are queried for the tissue-

specificity at ‘‘Tissue Slim’’ Level-4. Many of the suc-

cessful drug targets are distributed in less than three tissue

types [30, 31]. Side effects can be avoided if drugs against a

target gene expressed in only one tissue type can be used.

This seems to indicate that tissue-specificity might be one of

the important factors for the successful exploration of new

drug targets [30, 31]. The drugs that are currently available

on the market are targeted to less than 500 genes which

represent only a small fraction when compared to the

overall estimated number of *5,000 drug targets [32].

Therefore, there is an increasing demand for the identifi-

cation of novel drug targets based on the specific properties

like tissue-specificity by computational methods. In this

regard, the tissue-distribution pattern of several targets is

compared using the data from TissueDistributionDBs [30,

31]. Here, the quantitative differences in the tissue expres-

sion of the genes are considered at the ‘‘Tissue Slim’’ levels

from Level-3 to Level-5 and this data is used to train the

support vector machine model along with other sequence

information. This model is able to accurately distinguish

targets from non-targets [33]. Another similar study asso-

ciated with exploring specific properties of successful drug

targets also identified several quantitative measures that

distinguish them from non-targets based on their tissue-

specificity and many other properties. Here, the tissue-dis-

tribution pattern data from TissueDistributionDBs for the

successful drug targets is useful in deriving quantitative

guidelines that could aid in the computational screening of

new drug targets [34]. These studies together provide a new

perspective for pursuing new drug targets [33, 34].

TissueDistributionDBs is also useful in the study asso-

ciated with the DNA methylation, which is an epigenetic

modification important for regulating the gene expression

and suppressing the spurious transcription. Often in mam-

malian genomes methylation occurs in the CpG dinucleo-

tides regions, but most CpG islands are resistant to such

epigenetic modification. Currently, the mechanism under-

lying the methylation resistance of CpG islands is poorly

understood. The flanking sequences of the unmethylated

CpG islands are explored using the in vivo DNA methyl-

ation data from the human brain. This has lead to the

discovery of the enrichment of putative transcription factor

binding sites in the flanking regions. These sites may block

the spreading of methylation into these islands as they are

occupied by the transcription factors which further promote

transcription. This hypothesis has been tested by looking at

the tissue expression patterns of the transcription factors

corresponding to the enriched transcription factor binding

Table 3 Validation of TissueDistributionDBs

Sl. no. Tissue type % of hits

1 Adipose tissue 55.33

2 Adrenal gland 45.96

3 Aorta 80.51

4 Bladder 92.89

5 Blood 73.58

6 Blood vessel 66.66

7 Bone 87.75

8 Bone marrow 64.55

9 Brain 97.69

10 Cartilage 60.52

11 Colon 89.91

12 Cornea 84.61

13 Decidua 100

14 Embryo 87.87

15 Eye 98.4

16 Head 100

17 Hematopoietic stem cell 74.07

18 Hippocampus 95.13

19 Kidney 96.21

20 Liver 86.2

21 Lung 94.12

22 Lung cancer cell 94.59

23 Muscle 92.37

24 Ovary 89.69

25 Pancreas 86.57

26 Pericardium 100

27 Peripheral nervous system 78.28

28 Placenta 92.19

29 Renal cortex 84

30 Skeletal muscle 90.17

31 Skin 96.59

32 Skin cancer cell 88.09

33 Small intestine 91.32

34 Spleen 74.14

35 Testis 92.64

36 Thalamus 96.7

37 Thymus 88.11

38 Umbilical cord 92.16

39 Urinary bladder 97.15

40 Uterus 98.54

Average All 86.3815

The results obtained for validation of TissueDistributionDBs by

performing quality check (as indexed on 30 July 2009) against

Swissprot database. The column ‘‘Tissue type’’ specifies the randomly

selected tissue types. The ‘‘% of hits’’ provides the percentage of

tissue types that are consistent between our database system and

Swissprot. On an average 86.38% of the tissue types from our data-

base system are consistent with Swissprot. Moreover, the consistency

between the two database systems is always greater than the incon-

sistency between them for any given tissue type
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sites in TissueDistributionDBs at the ‘‘Tissue Slim’’ Level-4

which contains the profiles specific to brain. Consistent

with the hypothesis, the majority of the transcription fac-

tors are indeed over-expressed in brain [35].

5 Discussion

TissueDistributionDBs extends the framework for a sys-

tematic survey and analysis of the EST-based tissue-dis-

tribution profiles. The raw tissue-type terms are not curated

in UniGene, EST Expression Profile Viewer, DDD and

TIGER Gene Indices [36]; therefore, the natural language

variations occurring in the source tissue-type terms may

jeopardize the quantitative tissue-distribution calculations.

TissueInfo and ExQuest like TissueDistributionDBs curate

the raw tissue-type terms, however, these two resources

define the relationship among the tissue type using ‘‘Tissue

hierarchy’’ unlike TissueDistributionDBs which uses the

‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ to handle such relationships. The use

of ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ also makes TissueDistributionDBs

unique from the EST Expression Profile Viewer even

though both use the same source data. DDD provides

statistical significance for the gene clusters which is limi-

ted by the number of ESTs being more than 1,000,

therefore, does not provide information in cases where the

number of ESTs per cluster are usually low as in the case

of plants. Some of the tissue types of the diseased condi-

tions are not covered by BRENDA ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’, we

assigned the ontological levels by considering their cor-

responding normal tissue types and ontology levels avail-

able at BRENDA. TissueDistributionDBs extends the

tissue-distribution calculations to four different anatomical

levels of the ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ by construction of the

‘‘Tissue Slims’’ while TissueInfo focuses on only one

available hierarchical level. Since ‘‘Tissue Ontology’’ is

primarily based on distinct anatomical structures, there is

less need for defining the levels on the fly. Therefore, we

provide only pre-defined anatomical levels of the ‘‘Tissue

Slims’’ in TissueDistributionDBs. The benchmarking of

the database system shows that the information provided

by TissueDistributionDBs is consistent to a large extent

(86.38%) to that of Swissprot database. Any anomalies

between the two database systems can be attributed to the

incompatibility between the tissue-type terms of the two

databases. TissueDistributionDBs provides tissue-distribu-

tion profiles at a wider coverage range with *1,000 dif-

ferent tissue types at four different levels of the ‘‘Tissue

Ontology’’ in 20 different model organisms at one platform

(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 The histogram of the

organism-wise distribution of

the tissue types shows the

distribution of tissue types in 20

different model organisms on a

log scale, where the tissue types

at four different ‘‘Tissue Slim’’

levels are considered for each

organism
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